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Grid adaptation methods aim to match the grid resolution within a domain to the 
spatial scales present in the solution of the problem under consideration. In problems 
with suitable scale separations this can drastically reduce the number of computational 
elements required to represent and advance a solution of acceptable accuracy. The 
most prominent example is the patch-based Adaptive Mesh Refinement method, which 
relies on nested overlapping grids to create a multi-level representation of the solution. 
In 3D, such methods are typically implemented on block-structured grids to regularize 
data-structures and simplify parallelization, thus reducing the overhead of the grid 
adaptation procedures. 


An alternative is offered by wavelet-based multiresolution methods, which provide a 
self-consistent approach to the challenges posed by grid adaptation: detecting where 
to compress or refine, performing the grid adaptation, and reconstruction of ghost 
points across resolution jumps. To do so, the considered field is projected onto 
hierarchical subspaces to form a multiresolution analysis. In our work the subspaces 
are defined specifically using the family of interpolating wavelets, which reproduce 
polynomials up to any specified order.  Extension to higher dimensions is achieved 
through the tensorial product of 1D wavelets. Increasing the order of these wavelets 
leads to larger compression rates for smooth fields. This approach is naturally 
combined with suitably matched high-order discretizations of partial differential 
equations (PDEs), providing a consistent high-order solution framework for PDEs on 
adaptive block-structured grids. 


Here we will present our work on a wavelet-based multiresolution software framework 
for 3D block-structured collocated grids. We will quantify the behavior of non-lifted and 
lifted wavelets up to sixth-order accuracy on static fields and for solving dynamic 
hyperbolic and parabolic PDEs (see Fig. below). We also show how the multiresolution 
function representation leads to a quantifiable measure of convergence of partial 
differential equations as a function of the grid adaptation thresholds, which combines 
the wavelet order and the order of discretization. Finally, we will discuss 



implementation choices and scalability of our 3D solver on thousands of compute 
cores. 


The software implementation associated with this work is called murphy and is 
available under open-source license at https://github.com/vanreeslab/murphy . 

Adapted grid around a scalar field (visualized with gray isosurface) advected with a specified non-
linear velocity field. The scalar is advected using a third-order discretization of a scalar transport 

problem, and grid adaptation is performed using a fourth-order lifted wavelet.

https://github.com/vanreeslab/murphy
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